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YUNGEN (Opening Rap):
You got me caught up in the friend zone
Trying to be more, Girl my love for you's pure
But how can I win though
When all you show me is a door
And being grind is my flaw.
But fussin' and fighten', we always in the mix-up
You're gonna break my heart if you don't fix up
And when it all falls down I put my love on the line
But you never seem to pick up

CHARLIE BROWN:
Ten missed calls today,
All from me
But none of them satisfied your dependency
Should I care?
Or pay no mind?
I know that he is the apple of your eye
Baby, when all is said and done
I think we've all said and done, enough
We're on a road to nowhere
I'm pulling over and I'm getting off

(Chorus):
Rehab won't remedy this addiction
Cause you got it bad and need another man's attention
You got, what they call, a dependency on another
What you got, I can't help you with, at all

You got a real bad habit I know you try to manage it
But I notice when you're calling me
It's a real bad habit and I just ain't gonna have it
Cause your habit takes the best of me

YUNGEN (Rap):
Cause I'm thinkin' 'bout her while she's thinkin' 'bout
him
Guess my chances are slim
Cause when I wanna work it out
She says she's in the gym
Playin' the game I can't win
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Caught between the two cause loosin' her seems worse
Relationships come with a gift and a curse
Yeah could we fight into love?
Wanna take her for a drink, but I never come first
I used to think she was a blessing
You shouldn't judge on your first impression
Now I got it bad stressin' about stressin'
Knowing' she's holdin' the confession

MS D
I'm usin' again. I know you can tell
The lack of what I need has made me quite unwell
What to say, there's nothing left
No more to do but take the prize for the second best.

CHARLIE BROWN & MS D (Chorus):
Rehab won't remedy this addiction
Cause you got it bad and need another man's attention
You got, what they call, a dependency on another
What you got, I can't help you with, at all

CHARLIE BROWN:
You got a real bad habit I know you try to manage it
But I notice when you're calling me
It's a real bad habit and I just ain't gonna have it
Cause your habit takes the best of me (REPEAT)

And I wanna know, what he got, that I don't
Cause for sure you got a dependency,
But it's not on me baby
No, it's not on me

Ten missed calls today,
All from me
And none of them satisfied your dependency
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